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Jordan 
air 6 Retro (Jordan Shoes 6 generation) has been born 23 years, Brand Jordan how will miss this glorious years, Jordan officially
announced the 2014 Jordan Air 6 Retro "Carmine", to maintain the classic shoes, the use of red and white high quality leather shoes
body, collocation on blue and transparent, this is definitely a fan of the gospel! This is Jordan Air 6 Retro "Carmine" will be in the next
month, the 24 began to sell at the designated stores, the price is $170 dollars, the interest of the friends do not miss yo! 
/>
Not every shoe would become a legend, but since Tinker Hatfield, vice president of creative design NIKE Air Max sole determined to
join after a transparent material, this pair of shoes on the doomed star. Starting in the 1980s, Air Max has become ubiquitous full
three years, and has recently released a new Nike Air Max 90 and Air Max 95, and growth momentum for the AM family again! 
The two new photos mastering classical foot, the only difference is the newly added camouflage and reflective material, to the new
design gives a full fashion. The new Nike Air Max 90 Tape use blue, red atomic interpretation of a dubious POP-style camouflage,
vamp it follows the 90 Tape conventional mixing fabrics and lace ultra-lightweight design. The Air Max 95 places red, blue
camouflage and neon color throughout the top of the upper, did not seem tedious, the material still is the use of grain leather
combined with Nubuck leather composition. Will take the lead with two new August 15 Nike store shelves in Brazil, for a suggested
retail price of $ 329.9 Brazil Lille, about HK $ 1,108, you may wish to consult phasor retailers to see if there is not cooked into the
goods Oh! 
PUMA launched the new girls sports players Series SF-77 Platform shoes 2014-06-25 10:09:33 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn
[Source: kidulty] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network June 25 hearing, before, PUMA launched the Whirlwind Classic, TX-3 and SF-77 these three retro shoes, I
do not know if fun of you see, there is not felt this strong retro boom? 
However, the former three running shoes tend to be more likely in the form and function of the use of boys, girls did not take care of?
But it is not, PUMA runs in the retro style series, particularly for girls, who created a retro shoes, it is today's hero SF-77 Platform. 
shoes design inherited the shape of the SF-77, to suede and nylon material as the main, retro feeling full, but in addition, on the sole
play some tricks to render thick soles, so that the whole More girls shoes taste. The color is also used in fresh color, very suitable for
summer with use, so what fast is your girlfriend to a pair of bars (Media Partner: shoe-like image-Lina shoes)?! 
Related news
NIKE Free Hyperfeel is the latest release of the revolutionary Nike running shoe model, since the collection of Flyknit fly weaving
technology, Dynamic Flywire and Lunarlon cushioning and other major brand flagship of new technologies, and the whole shoe body
is designed to look like socks, slim, fit foot, so excellent covering properties and bare foot experience soon as he launched it has
become the heart of many water running selected persons. 
In order to further refine the shoes, the latest Nike Free Hyperfeel "Trail" series, with more durable nylon mesh and fenders to replace
the Flyknit woven upper, and the position to tie the shoelaces heel, collar done slightly higher, while Dynamic Flywire fly line is
dynamic throughout the shoe to provide better load bearing capacity. As the sole part of the continuing dispatched to Lunarlon / Free
mix in the end, as well as outdoor use thin waffle soles. Finished affixed to the foot comfortable and durable antifouling. 
priced at $ 150 US dollars (approximately HK $ 1,163) and is available in black, blue and blue-green three color models to choose
from, there is a need for fans available in Nike online store. 
Japan's new fashion brand ALOYE WONG recently with the football style brand WONG hand in hand, for the upcoming World Cup to
create a series of other products. Design to the World Cup history on the ten football powers for the inspiration, including Brazil,
Germany, Argentina, France and England, and the national team's classic color applied to 100% cotton T-Shirt, and then add the
brand logo color mosaic design, as well as representatives of the team win the number of five-star embroidery, the perfect
combination of fashion and football.
Since the Nike began to enter into the football field, they pitch injected with more vigor and color, and soccer equipment especially
shoes development from before a single black and white world evolved into today's colorful. Recently, Nike will be releasing a series
using the new color to create a football shoe money work, which includes Neymar, Wayne Rooney this agile type attack to the orange
Hypervenom and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Franck Ribery such speed type player customization of laser yellow mercurial Superfly and
shoes. Nike hopes that the equipment will also show more energy for the players to bring the best performance.
< br / > popular Nike flyknit chukka FSB with full of leisure style set up signs of visual image, overwhelmed bring a new color, with
distinctive colour collocation shows, the details of the colorful light reflecting effect of adding highlights.
London Olympic Games successfully pulled down the curtain, the United States Olympic team in the final days of the success of the
successor force, the total number of gold medals, reversed the Chinese delegation, won the first gold medal number position. Then,
the USA sports brand big rally, each with one's special skill. All kinds of special edition, memorial, not poor cen. Overwhelmed,
America's largest sporting goods business Nike Company combines the its most famous shoes Nike Air Force 1 combined with the
gold medal of the concept, to create a 'Team USA Go.d.medal' the Nike Air Force 1, highlighting the great achievements of the
delegation of the United States of America. It is worth mentioning that, in the design of the shoe heel, there is indeed a hook design,
that is, shoes really can be a gold medal to hang. 
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